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SUPPRESSION OF FLUTTER tion process to be subsequently discussed. Certain of
OR10IN OF THF INVFNTION these conversion factors P»marily affect control re-ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
 spQnse tQ flutter whj,e certajn Q±M conversion factors
The invention described herein was made in the per- predominate in gust alleviation or vehicle stability aug-
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 5 mentation.
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National An aircraft which is dynamically represented by n
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law modes of vibration may require, at most, n/2 pairs of
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). leading and trailing edge controls. Control of the con-
RArKOROUND OF THF INVFNTION version factor relating main surface angles of attackBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION ,„
 caused fey flutter {o ,eadjng edge control surface deflec
This invention relates to an aerodynamic control sys- tion angles prevents unfavorable flutter interaction be-
tem to control flutter or other oscillatory motion and tween rigid sections of the fluttering member and sec-
more particularly to a control system including pairs of tions of the flutter member bearing the hinged leading
leading and trailing edge control surfaces, each pair op- edge and trailing edge control surfaces,
erated in concert by a stability augmentation system to IS Flutter of a wing having a deformable chord section
damp out torsion and bending of the oscillating mem- may be controlled by careful placement of the flutter
her. For the typical large commercial aircraft and par- sensors. Placement of rotational sensors upon the con-
ticularly for an aircraft such as a supersonic transport, trol surfaces themselves to measure control deflection
the weight penalty incurred when structural stiffness is due to chordwise deformation provides a reference for
increased to avoid flutter problems makes such a 20 the control loop of the stability augmentation system,
choice highly costly if not prohibitive. An aerodynamic Deflection signals from the stability augmentation sys-
control system which actively combats flutter becomes tern are compared with the deflection of the control
the more attractive alternative from both weight reduc- surfaces caused by chordwise deformation to deter-
tion and fatigue life standpoints. Such a system will be mine the necessary correctional deflection,
called on, however, to suppress flutter, alleviate gust 25 Stabilization of rigid body modes of the vehicle may
response and control vehicle instability despite the in- be controlled by careful positioning of the pairs of con-
fluence of such variables as oscillatory frequency, trol surfaces in relation to the vehicle center of gravity
mode of vibration, subsonic Mach number, mass, stiff- and by using such paired controls on tail as well as wing
ness, elastic axis location, or center-of-gravity location members. A brief analysis of control power require-
of the system. 30 ments has revealed that the power necessary to run
Flutter typically consists of both torsional (or twist- such a control surface system is within the capabilities
ing) and bending (or plunging up and down) motions. of modern-day systems.
Active control of, for example, wing flutter has hereto- DFSCRIPTION OF THF DRAWINGS
fore involved the use of a trailing edge, hinged control BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
surface. The inability of a single trailing edge (or a sin- 35 A more complete appreciation of the invention and
gle leading edge) control to simultaneously damp cer- many of the attendant advantages thereof will be
tain combinations of torsional and bending motions of readily apparent as the same becomes better under-
the fluttering member has led to the development of stood by reference to the following detailed description
the cooperating leading and trailing edge control sys- when considered in connection with the accompanying
tem. If, as will be subquently explained, the deflection 40 drawings wherein:
of the single trailing edge control is initiated to counter- FIG. la is a symmetrical wing section (zero camber)
act bending, the deflection may actually reinforce tor- at zero angle of attack and having leading and trailing
sional motion. With the leading edge, trailing edge co- edge flapped control surfaces;
operating pairs of control surfaces, deflection of one FIG. \b is the same wing section with the trailing
control surface may be used to counteract bending edge control deflected downward giving positive cam-
while simultaneously deflection of the other control ber and positive effective angle of attack;
surface may be used to oppose torsional motion. Thus FIG. Ic is the same wing section with the leading
the cooperating leading edge and trailing edge control edge control deflected downward giving positive cam-
surfaces enable both the torsional and bending motions ber and negative effective angle of attack;
associated with flutter to be opposed simultaneously. FIG. Id is the same wing section with the controls de-
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION flected in °PP°site directions so that the effective cam-SUMMAKY Oh I Hfc IN VtN I ION
 bef ig ^Q and the effective ang,e of attack [g positive;
The active aerodynamic control system includes at FIG. 2 is a schematic of a wing section having leading
least one pair of control surfaces located on the leading and trailing edge control surfaces and which has been
edge and trailing edge of the fluttering member. At displaced in certain distance and angle from a refer-
least two sensors located on the fluttering member ad- ence chord;
jacent to the control surfaces are used to obtain the ef- FIG. 3a is a schematic of the functions of a stability
fects of flutter upon the member in terms of torsional augmentation system which converts flutter motion
or bending deflections or the time derivatives of these .. and frequency signals obtained from two linear acceler-
deflections. Information thus sensed is transmitted to a ometers on the fluttering wing into signals which de-
stability augmentation system as electrical input sig- fleet the leading and trailing edge control surface to ac-
nals. These input signals are converted into control de- tively combat flutter;
flections of the leading edge and trailing edge control FIG. 3b is a schematic of a stability augmentation sys-
surfaces. A feedback loop insures the attainment of the ... tem which converts flutter motion signals from rota-
computed deflections. The conversion factors which tional and linear accelerometers into signals for coun-
enable input signals to be transformed into control de- teracting control deflections based on a constant refer-
flection signals are obtained by a theoretical optimiza- ence frequency o>r;
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FIG. 4 is a planform view of a wing having several
pairs of leading and trailing edge control surfaces along
the span;
FIG. 5 is a planform view of a swept-wing vehicle
having a pair of leading/trailing edge control surfaces
mounted outboard near the wing tip and well aft of the
vehicle center of gravity;
FIG. 6a is a schematic of a deformable chord wing
section displaced from a reference chord; and
tant term b with a divider 33 to produce the signal X,
Ib . The signals X,/fc and if are integrated by integrators
35 and 36, respectively, to produce the signals hi/band
a . These two signals are integrated by integrators 37
and 38, respectively, to produce the signals hjb and a
. The signals hjb and a are also divided by o> with di-
vider 39 and 40, respectively, to produce the signals
ihjb and ia .
The signal <a is produced by an analog computer from
FIG. 6b is a simplified schematic of a deformable 10 the output of one of the linear accelerometers 30 and
chord wing section displaced from a reference chord
and having leading and trailing edge control surfaces.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT
Referring now more particularly to the drawings
wherein like numerals identify like parts throughout
the several views, and more particularly to FIG. 1 there
is shown a symmetrical air-foil section 10 having a trail-
ing edge control 11 and a leading edge control 12. Con- 20
trols 11 and 12 are hinged to move up or down and
have an equal chord-wise dimension. A symmetrical
section and controls of equal chord length are chosen
only for purposes of illustration and the invention is not
so limited.
FIG. 2 shows an airfoil section 10 in schematic. Air-
foil 10 is fluttering wherein it is displaced a distance h
from a reference chord and rotated relative to the ref-
erence chord at an angle a . The fluttering motions can
31, or a different accelerometer at another location
could be used to supply the input to computer 41. Dif-
ferent methods are available that can be mechanized by
computer 41 to compute <a . One such method is based
15 on the simple harmonic motion relationship co2= I accel-
eration | /1 displacement | . Another method measures
"period" by detecting zero-crossings. Also o> can be
made to be constant with some loss of effectiveness of
the system.
The signal ihjb is applied to multipliers 42 and 47;
the signal hjb is applied to multipliers 43 and 46; the
signal ia is applied to multipliers 45 and 48; and the sig-
nal a is applied to multipliers 44 and 49. The outputs
of multipliers 42-45 are summed by an adder 50 to pro-
25 duce the signal 8 and the outputs of multipliers 46-49
are summed by an adder 51 to produce the signal /3 .
The signal 5 is applied to a trailing edge controller 52
which controls the movement of a trailing edge control
element 53, and the signal /3 is applied to a leading edge
be detected by two sensors 13 and 14 which are located 30 controller 54 which controls the movement of a leading
on or in airfoil section 10 at a known distance (in terms edge control element 55. Controller 52 and controller
of percent chord) from the leading edge. Forward sen- 54 can be any device, such as a servo motor, that will
sor 13 and rearward sensor 14 sense either displace- convert an electrical signal into a mechanical motion,
ment from the reference chord /i, and ht or a time de- A sensor on each control surface senses the deflections
rivative (velocity or acceleration) of such displace- 35 of the control surfaces/3OU( and 8OU(. The error functions
ment. Moreover, as an alternative scheme, a rotational (Pour-P) and (8ot;r-8) are then formed through the
normal feedback design. These control surface sensors
and the feedback loops are well known and are not
shown in FIGS. 3a and 3b. Similarly, the other elements
40
 shown in FIG. 3a are well known and hence are not dis-
closed in detail in this specification.
FIG. 3b differs from FIG. 3a in the use of a constant
reference frequency o>r rather than an actual (mea-
sured) frequency o> and in the flutter sensor inputs.
Here two flutter sensors are colocated on the wing sec-
tion (see location 15 in FIG. 2) to sense rotational ac-
celeration a and linear acceleration h . The structure
in FIG. 3b differs from that in FIG. 3a in that an angular
accelerometer 56 is used in place of linear accelerom-
eter 31 and subtracter 32, divider 33 and analog com-
puter 41 are not used. That is, the output of accelerom-
eter 56 is applied directly to integrator 36, and <ar is a
constant.
FIG. 4 shows a wing 20 having a wing tip 21 and sev-
eral pairs of leading and trailing adge control surfaces
50
and a linear motion sensor may be co-located at 15 to
measure the rotation of section 10 about its mean aero-
dynamic center and the displacement of the section 10
from the reference chord.
Chord length of airfoil 10 is defined by ?or 26. The
deflection angle of the leading edge control 12 relative
to the controls neutral chord line is /3 while deflection
of the trailing edge control 11 gives the angle 8 .
FIG. 3a shows a schematic example of a stability aug-
mentation system utilizing signals from two linear ac-
celerometers corresponding to sensors 13 and 14 in
FIG. 2 which are .4 c~ apart. Calculating or knowing the
frequency of oscillation o> , the distance b (from FIG.
2) and the transfer functions G(2,l), C(2,l), C(2,2),
G(2,2), C(l,l), G(l,2), G(l,l), and C(l,2), the stabil-
ity augmentation system can calculate the control de-
flections j8 and 8 . The functions denoted G are out-of-
phase (i.e., in quadrature with respect to the displace- _
ments) whereas all other are inphase which will be dis-
cussed in detail later.
The embodiment of the invention disclosed in FIG.
3a includes two linear accelerometers 30 and 31 which
correspond to sensors 13 and 14, respectively. The out- ,_
put of accelerometer 30 is a signal proportional to h,
(the second derivative with respect to time of h,_shown
in FIG. 2) and the output of accelerometer 31 is 'ht (the
second derivative with respect to time, of ht). The sig-
12 and 11. For convenience the pairs of controls may
be referred to as outboard, inboard, midspan in like
manner as aircraft engines placed along a wing.
FIG. 5 shows a vehicle 15 having a swept wing 20 and
a pair of leading edge 12 and trailing edge 11 controls
placed well aft of the vehicle center of gravity 16 be-
cause of their outboard location.
A deformable-chord wing section 10 is shown in FIG.
nals 'ft, and *ht are applied to a subtracter 32 which pro- 65 da. The center section of the chord of wing section 10
duces a signal proportional to'hj-h, . This signal is di- between flutter sensors 13 and 14 (see also FIG. 2) is
vided by a constant term .4c~ with a divider 33 to pro- practically rigid. The more flexible leading edge and
duce the signal a . The signal 'h, is divided by the cons- trailing edge sections of the chord wherein controls 12
3,734,432
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and 11 are located are also equipped with position sen- also produce the needed moment about the a.c. Using
sors 17 and 18 to measure the approximated chordwise the two controls in concert permits variation of camber
deformation of the leading and trailing edge chord sec- and angle of attack to produce the proper balance of
tions. Sensors 17 and 18 may be rotational accelerom- lift and section pitching moment to simultaneously
eters placed on the leading edge and trailing edge con- 5 combat both twisting and bending. Although the con-
trols near the control hinge line. trols work in concert, the trailing edge control (as dis-
The deformation of the deformable chord wing sec- cussed before) is the more effective in influencing lift
tion 10 may be approximated by wing section 10 shown while the primary (but not the only) use of the leading
in FIG. 6b. ae represents the equivalent angle of attack edge control is in controlling the moment about the a.c.
of the deformed-chord wing section 10 while /3e and 8e 10 To control flutter, the twisting and bending motions
represent the equivalent leading and trailing edge con- must be measured along a section of the wing contain-
trol deflections for the deformed-cfiord section 10. ing the leading and trailing edge control surfaces. The
" 17 and " 18 represent the angular movement of the frequency of oscillation must also be measured if the
leading and trailing edge portions of the chord mea- scheme described in FIG. 3a is used, whereas the
sured by sensors 17 and 18. 15 scheme in FIG. 3b uses a constant reference frequency.
At least two sensors are required to measure the two
flutter motions. As shown in FIG. 2, two accelerom-
The operation of the present invention is now be- eters 13 and 14 are mounted on the wing adjacent but
lieved to be apparent. FIG. 1 shows the effects of the not on the control surfaces. FIG. 2 shows the desired
(downward) deflection of leading and trailing edge 20 data /i, and H2 which represent the displacement of the
hinged control surfaces. Using, for example, a symmet- sensors 13 and 14 from a reference chord. Sensors 13
rical airfoil with its chord line alined with the relative and 14 are spaced .4 chord apart for the purpose of il-
wing in FIG. la gives zero angle of attack and zero lustration of the flutter control technique and to satisfy
camber when controls are undeflected. Downward de- the trigonometry of FIG. 3a which shows the block dia-
flection of a trailing edge control as in FIG. Ib causes 25 gram illustrating the operation of a stability augmenta-
chord line rotation to a positive effective angle of at- tion system computer. The accelerpmeters 13 and 14
tack as well as changing wing section curvature to give transmit linear acceleration signals 'ht and 'ht which give
positive camber. These two effects are additive. Down- a by simple trigonometry. Double integration yields ht
ward deflection of a leading edge control as in FIG. Ic and a . Frequency at is obtained by actual measurement
causes chord line rotation to a negative effective angle 30 in the FIG. 3a method.
of attack although camber is changed positively. There- In FIG. 3* an alternate sensor scheme is shown
fore the camber change caused by the deflection of the whereby a rotational accelerometer supplies a and a
leading edge control (up or down) is partially offset by linear accelerometer supplies 'ft to the stability augmen-
chord line rotation giving unfavorable or negative angle tation system. The two sensors may be co-located as
of attack change. At this point, we note the inherent 35 shown in FIG. 2, location 15. a and h are then found
advantage of the trailing edge control to change section directly by integrations. Also in FIG. 3b, a constant ref-
lift as against the effect of the leading edge control. erence frequency is used in lieu of measurement of the
Operating the leading and trailing edge controls in actual frequency. It can be shown that this constant fre-
opposite directions as shown in FIG. Id can give, in es- quency approximation will not greatly affect flutter
sence, a symmetrical section at a positive angle of at- 40 suppression with a leading/trailing edge control system,
tack which will produce increased lift despite the fact The last blocks on the right of FIG. 3a and FIG. 3b
that camber-wise the two controls appear to be work- are transfer functions which are found through an opti-
ing at cross purposes. Putting angle of attack effects to mization process, the '«" terms just to the left of the
one side, the control deflections shown in FIG. Ib and transfer function blocks represent 90° of phase lead
FIG. Ic produce higher lift through an increase in cam- 45 terms which are intended to produce damping. The
ber. From basic aerodynamics a positively cambered other (non "i") terms are real response terms to op-
airfoil typically produces a negative (nose down) pitch- pose the bending or twisting deflection which is sensed,
ing moment about the aerodynamic center (a.c.) The governing equations for the computation of con-
whereas pitching moment about the a.c. of a symmetri- trol deflection angles /3 and d (see FIG. 2) as shown in
cal section is zero. Thus, the configuration in FIG. Ib the block diagram in FIGS. 3a and 3b are:
and FIG. Ic will produce positive lift accompanied by
(negative) nose-down pitching moment about the a.c. £ ~ <*'• } > + « g ' •
whereas the configuration in FIG. Id can produce posi- 6 ~ ^C(2'1 > + |G(2'1)]
live lift and zero moment about the a.c. Moreover, The Cand G terms in equations (1) and (2) are transfer
leading edge deflection as in FIG. Ic will produce large functions transferring h and a which are measured by
moment change in comparison to lift change. sensors 13 and 14 (or 15) and portions of the computer
Here is the advantage with respect to flutter control as shown in FIG. 3a and FIG. 3b which convert electri-
of operating leading and trailing edge controls in con- cal signals into /3 and 8 values. These C and G transfer
cert. Flutter analyzed at a section along the wing span ,- functions may be thought of as gearing ratios between
involves a bending, wherein the wing section oscillates the motions of the main surface ( h and a ) and the de-
up and down in translation, and a twisting, wherein the flections of the control surfaces ( /3 and 8 ). These
wing section oscillates noseup and nose down in rota- transfer functions may be written in matrix form for op-
tion. To combat the flutter at this wing section, lift must timization by electronic computer as:
be produced to counter the bending and moment must
 65
be produced to counter the twisting. With the trailing
edge or leading edge control alone, the control deflec- M f d i Cn~\\hlb\ rGn G12~|lft/&]
tion required to produce the needed lift may ormay not fs| ""Lc^i C^Jl « I LG2i G22J1 a I (3)
3,734,432
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One such optimization resulted in the following values the optimization frequency range. However, if the
of the transfer functions: value of C( 1,2) is set so that regardless of trailing edge
deflection upward, leading edge deflection downward
rotates the chord to (effectively) a zero camber posi-
5 tion as in FIG. Id, there can be no moment about the
[Cn Cu~l_r 0.5 1-0~1 a.c. and no detrimental effect upon wing frequency.C2i CM J ~ L — 0.05 -1.7 J (4) In suppressing flutter of a particular wing, the flutter
equations are solved to obtain the flutter speed. Exami-
nation of wing deformation at this speed determines the
10 most aerodynamically efficient location along the span
_~ ,,_ r-_n - i n-i for a pair of jeading and trailing edge controls. This po-
G" G I= 04" 02 C) sitioning depends upon the fourth power of the half
2
 ' chord (fr1) and the square of the response vector ( q*
). Since the fluttering wing generally responds most vi-
15
 olently at its tip, this may be the control pair location
for constant chord wings. For tapered wings the factor
In the diagram of FIGS. 30 and 3b, those terms in
 moves this iocation inboard. The flutter equations are
equations (1) and (2) which do not influence flutter
 again so|ved to obtain the flutter speed with one pair of
appreciably are G( l , l ) , C(l , l ) and C(2,l). Transfer
 Ieading and trailing edge controls. If the increase in
function C(2,l) does have predominant importance in 20
 nutter speed .g insufflcient) the above procedure is re-
controlling rigid body modes. This is an important fea-
 ted b addi additional pairs of controls, one at a
ture of the stability augmentation system. Since the
 tj umi, the who,e d js deared Generally
transfer functions affecting flutter are relatively inde-
 speakin a wi havin „ modes of vibration may re-
pendent of the C(2,l) term which primarily affects
 quire> at most, «/2 pairs of controls with care being ex-
rigid body modes, control of elastic and rigid body 25 ^.^
 tQ insure ^ ^ .^ mo(Je g withfa
modes can be achieved by the same system. Since gust
 the f band that activates the controls are con.
response problems are analogous, the leading/trailing sidered
edge control system can provide very efficient gust alle-
 fa ^. ^ .,ot tQ contro, ^ aircraf a ,ower
viation. Thus a novel feature of the mvention is to com-
 f ^ £ be usj a ,.washout,, fi,ter
bine control of elastic and rigid body modes and gust iu ... J .. . ,. J . .. ...... .
, J". .,.„ 6 which permits aircraft response to pilot-initiated con-
response in one package. The i terms are, once . . . „ . . ... , ,. . ..
•
 nn<> i. i j . u- u .- • . v trol deflections. At the high frequency limit to avoidagain, 90 phase lead terms which anticipate the mo- . , . . . ,.f . J ' . -
.. ...
 v
 . , . . . „ .. j a .. large phase lags with amplitude changes, integrations oftion of the wing vehicle in an attempt to damp flutter, 6 / *, ^^. . .
 f .. , ,
control instability or alleviate gust response. The other accelerometer (sensor) signals and feedback error loop
(non »,-) terms produce control deflections in direct 35 signals can be made to down-weight these signals at the
response to the sensed wing or vehicle motions. h'8h.er frequencies. . . . . . 'The effect of control placement upon rigid body
Optimization of each of the transfer functions was ac- modes must be considered. FIG. S shows a leading and
complished by calculating and plotting eigenvalues for trailing edge control pair 12 and 11 mounted near the
the aerodynamic energy matrix against the inverse of
 40 tip 21 of a highly swept wing 20 and therefore well aft
the nondimensional reduced frequency ( Velocity/wfc)
 Of the vehicle center of gravity 16. When the control
for a series of values of each transfer function taken
 pair 12 and 11 reacts to combat lift buildup (for exam-
separately. The optimum value of the transfer function
 pie) due to nutter the resultant downward force behind
was defined as that value which produced the best per-
 the center of gravity induces a destabilizing nose-up
formance of the minimum eigenvalue across a range of 45.
 pitching moment affecting the vehicle. Such effects are
( Velocity/o)fc) . Sensitivity of curves of minimum ei- combatted passively by the use of a washout filter and
genvalue against the inverse of reduced frequency (
 actively by placement of a leading and trailing edge
Velocity/a^ ) for off-design values of the transfer func-
 contro, pair on the horizontal taii plane or canard sur.
lions are necessary to determine just how much accu-
 face introducing a iinear stiffness term through adjust-
racy is required. C(2,2) and G(2,2) were found to be 50
 ment of the transfer function C(2,l). By fitting control
the most sensitive parameters. Rough assessment of the
 pairs to the horizontal and vertical tail flutter of the tail
power required to drive the controls revealed little or
 separable from those terms primarily influencing flut-
no problem in this area if one starts computing with low
 ter permitting separate treatment and optimization,
values of the transfer functions to insure small control
 Jhe problem of chordwise deformation due to twist-
deflections and especially if G( 1,1), C( 1,1) and C( 2,1) 55
 ing may be met by installing rotational accelerometers
are ignored as insignificant in the flutter application.
 on ^ ,eadi and trai)i conUo,s near thejr
Investigations of compressibility effects have shown
 hj ,ines as shown jn F,G 6a SenSQrs 13 and 14 afe
those effects to be beneficial to the optimized control
 mounted on a center chord section which is assumed
system producing high eigenvalues at high values of
 rigjd signa,s from sensors ,3 and 14 afe processed to
Velocity/^ . 60
 gjve contro, defiectiOns ft and 8 as before and also to
In arranging a certain limited number of leading and find ae, see FIG. 6fo. Signals from the sensors 17 and
trailing edge control pairs along the wing span as in 18 are processed to give the angle " 17 and " 18 which
FIG. 4, care must be taken to insure that solid chord correspond to the control deflections caused by
sections of the wing do not exert an adverse effect upon chordwise deformation. Knowing "17, °18 and ae, B,
flutter. Upward deflection of a trailing edge control in and S, can be found where the subscript e denotes
response to lift buildup causes a nose-up moment about equivalent deformed chord deflection. The eror func-
the aerodynamic center (a.c.) which could affect the tion of the feedback loop can now serve the dual pur-
frequency of the wing so as to place the wing beyond
 pose of subtracting out the equivalent control deflec-
3,734,432
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tions and insuring control movement which results in for producing signals indicative of the motion of
attaining ft and 6 as on a rigid chord section. said lift-producing member caused by flutter, gusts
Although the invention has been described and illus- and vehicle instability;
trated in detail in a specified embodiment thereof, it is computer means, receiving said produced signals
to be understood that this description is by way of illus- 5 from said sensor means, for producing first and sec-
tration only and is not to be taken as limiting on the ap- ond signals indicative of the movement of said first
plicant's invention. Obviously, there are many modifi- and second control members, respectively, neces-
cations and variations of the present invention possible sary to damp out said motion caused by flutter, gust
in the light of the above teachings. Any body moving and vehicle instability;
through a fluid susceptible to oscillation or flutter or 10 said computer means is a computer that receives the
any protruding member is the proper subject of the in- outputs from said sensor means and produces said
vention. The sensors used to determine a and h may be fust and secOnd signals in accordance with the fol-
a combination of a rotation displacement and linear lowing two equations:
displacement sensor or a sensor of any time derivatives .
thereof or two linear displacement sensors or sensors of 15 ft = [C(M) + iG(l, l)] h/b + [C(l,2) + i'G(l,2)] a
any linear displacement time derivatives although the 8 = tc(2,l) + i'G(2,l)] h/b + [C(2,2) + iG(2,2)] a
preferred embodiment employs two linear plane can be
 where ft is said first si , g is said secof)d sjgna) h and
suppressed and rigid body modes as well as gust re-
 a are indicative of the linear and angular components,
sponse may be controlled as well. In fact, gust allevia-
 reSpectively, of said motion caused by flutter, gusts and
tion terms in equations (1) and (2) are generally accel- 20
 vehicle instabilit b is a constant proportional to the
erometers Sensors location must be at a wing or em-
 chord of said lift: ducing memb£ ,- ^presents a 90"
pennage (or other surface) section where the control
 phase iead> and C(l,l), C( 1,2), C(2,l), C(2,2), G(l,l) ,pair to be operated ,s placed and are located near but v , ^
 are determined transfer
n o t o n t h e control surfaces. Airfoil shape i s immaterial f t -
to the invention. It is anticipated that for landing, some 25 unc ' ns> . . . .
of the control pairs might be used as flaps for reducing means ^ceivmg said first signal for moving said first
stall speed. Some control pairs might be used for ma co"tro1 member P™portional to said first signal;
neuvering while others serve only to suppress flutter or a
damp other oscillations. While hinged, flapped controls means receiving said second signal for moving said
are used, deformable leading and trailing edge sections 30 second cTr°' member Pr°P°rtlonal "I? SCC"
would also serve the purpose of the invention. The use ond sl«nal whereby the motion caused by flutter,
of spoilers with the leading and trailing edge controls, 8usts and vehicle '"stability is damped out.
while increasing drag might serve to overcome flutter 2- The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the lift-
problems in an unusual case. Hinged, slotted controls producing member is an airfoil and said first and sec-
might also be used 35 ond control members are hinged leading edge and trail-
What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by in8 edSe flapped controls which are operated in con-
Letters Patent of the U.S. is: cert to change the lift and pitching moment produced
1. Apparatus for flutter suppression, gust alleviation by said airfoil.
and stability augmentation on a vehicle, having at least 3- Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said sen-
one lift-producing member, moving in a fluid compris- 40 sor means includes first and second accelerometers.
ing: 4. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein said first
a first control member movably attached to the lead- and second accelerometers are linear accelerometers.
ing edge of said lift-producing member, 5. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein said first
a second control member movably attached to the accelerometer is a linear accelerometer and said sec-
trailing edge of said lift-producing member, 45 ond accelerometer is an angular accelerometer.
sensor means attached to said lift-producing member * * * * *
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